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Abstract : The thesis describes areusable
(WSAN) middleware to acentralized
WSAN node and providesaccess
the middleware istransformed
connected toremote sensors
resources to the application
binary compatibility ispreserved
providing communicationand
use the middleware, originally
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use the middleware, originally
networks. If certainguidelines
to the middleware sourcecode

Key results and highlights:

The middleware is migrated 
from  a WSAN to a centralized

proxy environment, so that 
applications can use legacy 

sensor and actuator resources.

� Successful migration of the POBICOS middleware to POBICOS Proxy Environment

� migration from an embedded system to a process executed on a PC

� implementation of infrastructural elements of  POBICOS Proxy Environment

� distributed, scalable, and efficient solution

� SACCOM project case

� successful deployment over a large Sensor/Actuator Network  

� the SmartCampus testbed at the University of Surrey, Guildford, UK

Partners:

POBICOS Proxy Environment
was deployed over

SmartCampus, a large SAN at 
the University of Surrey, UK.

� A general method forintegrating complex WSAN middlewares with „legacy” SANs

Migration from distributed 
to centralized SAN middleware

MS thesis leaflet

reusablemethod of migrating a complex Wireless Sensor/Actuator Network
centralizedproxy environment. The original middleware runs on a

accessto the node’s sensors and actuators. As a result of the migration,
transformedinto a process executed on a PC. This so-calledproxy process is

and actuators of a „legacy” SAN device. The proxy exposes these
layer without any change to the original middleware API; in fact,

preserved. The proxy environment consists of proxies, as well as utilities
andmanagement services. The proxy environment makes it possible to

originally designedfor WSANs, on top „legacy” sensor and actuator
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originally designedfor WSANs, on top „legacy” sensor and actuator
guidelinesare followed, the migration process requires only minimal changes

code.

Successful migration of the POBICOS middleware to POBICOS Proxy Environment

migration from an embedded system to a process executed on a PC

implementation of infrastructural elements of  POBICOS Proxy Environment

distributed, scalable, and efficient solution

successful deployment over a large Sensor/Actuator Network  

the SmartCampus testbed at the University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
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integrating complex WSAN middlewares with „legacy” SANs


